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See the classic thriller dramatically re-interpreted for the stage by original screenwriter James Dearden, in this compelling production directed by Trevor Nunn, at the Theatre Royal Haymarket.

The famous story of obsession and revenge explores how a chance meeting in a bar and a casual encounter quickly becomes a living nightmare for Dan Gallagher (Mark Bazeley), a successful New York lawyer, and his wife Beth (Kristin Davis). After spending one weekend with the gorgeous Alex Forrest (Natascha McElhone), he assumes he can just walk away, but Alex is a woman who refuses to be ignored. She pursues Dan and his family with terrifying consequences.

BOX OFFICE: 020 7930 8800
BOOK ONLINE: TRH.co.uk

PERFORMANCE TIMES
Mon - Sat 7.30pm, Thu & Sat 2.30pm
Evening performances on 20 & 25 March start at 7pm

TICKETS
Stalls £65, Royal Circle £65, £57, £32*
Upper Circle £42, £32*, £17**, Gallery*** £22, £12
Premium seats £93.50

All ticket prices include a £2 booking fee and a £1.50 restoration levy
Book in person at the theatre and pay no booking fee

DAY SEATS
A very limited number of day seats are available for purchase, in person, on the day of the show from 10am, for £15. One ticket per person

ACCESS
Please call the box office on 020 7930 8800 for more details

TRAVEL & PARKING
Visit TRH.co.uk for travel information

Théâtre Royal Haymarket, London SW1Y 4HT

* Limited View. ** Restricted View
*** Patrons in the Gallery should be aware that seating is on cushioned wooden benches